Use Case

Detecting a Phishing Attack with Phishing Intelligence Engine (PIE)
Challenge

Solution

Humans are the most vulnerable part of any
digital transaction. Ninety-seven percent of people
globally are unable to identify a sophisticated phishing
email.1 Unsuspecting users may click on weaponized
links or download attachments, unknowingly exposing
your organization to risk. Phishing attempts have grown
65 percent in the last year — and chances are you’re not
adequately protected. 2

LogRhythm’s Phishing Intelligence Engine (PIE) is a free,
open-source PowerShell framework that enables you to
automatically detect phishing attacks, validate active
threats, and reduce your attack surface.

With most phishing attempts, threat actors often try to
gain financial information or steal a user’s credentials to
access sensitive or private corporate information. In fact,
76 percent of breaches reported in 2017 were financially
motivated. 3 Hackers have time and again proven to be
are unrelenting in their attempts to penetrate corporate
networks, and often won’t quit until they are successful.

LogRhythm’s PIE determines the risk level of emails by
analyzing subject lines, sender addresses, recipients,
message body, links, and attachments — automatically
responding to threats by quarantining suspicious emails,
blocking senders, and recursively searching for clicks.

Figure 1: PIE automatically handles the entire workflow to investigate and respond to a phishing attack, freeing up analysts to perform other duties

1

Phishing Statistics: What Every Business Needs to Know, dashlane blog, Jan. 17, 2018 | 2 Ibid | 3 2018 Data Breach Investigations Report, Verizon, March 2018
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Use Case: Detecting a Phishing Attack with PIE
LogRhythm’s PIE is integrated within LogRhythm’s NextGen SIEM Platform, but it can also be used without LogRhythm
as a standalone app. To enable the full functionality of PIE, you’ll need to collect Message Tracking logs from Microsoft
Office 365.

Below are the steps of the Threat Lifecycle Management framework. This framework gives you an end-to-end security
workflow helps your team sort through the noise to identify and investigate high-priority threats and detect potential
threats before they can cause damage.

Collect: The PIE API pulls and collects message-level data

Qualify: The PIE API runs the metadata of every email

Neutralize: LogRhythm’s PIE initiates automatic

from Microsoft Office 365 into LogRhythm’s NextGen

your organization’s employees receive against a threat

playbook response actions that enable you to quarantine

SIEM Platform for contextualization. Office 365 Message

list and the PIE RegEx engine. Users can also flag suspect

the questionable email and neutralize the threat as

Trace Logging allows you to analyze the emails already,

emails using LogRhythm’s reporting button. PIE assigns

quickly as possible.

but through integration with LogRhythm, you can search

a threat score to determine the risk of the email and

across email data using dashboards and analyst views.

whether PIE will take dynamic actions on your behalf or
with an approval process.
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Discover: PIE automatically pulls email data and examines

Investigate: The PIE API determines whether or not

Recover: PIE data connects back into the LogRhythm

it for further investigation and qualification. The email

the email passed the threat threshold and if you

NextGen SIEM Platform by automatically creating a case

analytics engine correlates and makes sense of the data,

need to take action. It runs searches and detects if

file that contains all data and forensic evidence such as

allowing for threat hunting and additional alarms to

other users interacted with the email or if further

log data and email attachments related to the attempted

detect future attacks.

compromise occurred.

phishing attack. PIE also stores these incidents for further
analysis, enabling you to boost your reporting efforts and
help prevent similar attacks in the future.
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Use Case: Detecting a Phishing Attack with PIE

PIE Benefits
PIE streamlines and automates the process of tracking,
analyzing, and responding to phishing emails. Beyond the
core functions, PIE features three key benefits.
They include:
• Speed: The PIE infrastructure integrates security
orchestration, automation, and response (SOAR) into
its framework, automating specific actions normally
performed by hand. PIE reduces the time required to
manually identify and respond to phishing attacks from
hours to minutes.

Figure 2: The PIE dashboard gives analysts a full view of the
current environment and alerts when something suspicious
needs attention

• A repeatable process: PIE allows you to create a
repeatable process so you won’t worry about skipping
an important step. This automated, repeatable process
ensures that your team consistently investigates and
remediates phishing attempts every time.
• Reporting: With PIE, you can identify patterns and see
the larger picture over time through dynamic tagging.
This mechanism allows you to track the number of
phishing attacks that have occurred and the specifics
of each, improving your time to detect and respond to
an attempted attack.
Figure 3: PIE enables analysts to manage cases and
automatically quarantine phishing attacks

Figure 4: PIE data syncs with the LogRhythm NextGen SIEM
Platform to create case files to sort forensic details related
to phishing attacks

Learn how LogRhythm helps automate detection and response to phishing attacks and
how you can reduce the time to identify an attack and protect your organization.
Learn more about PIE
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